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AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL BRYANT 

SWORN MAY 21, 2019 

I, MICHAEL BRYANT, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE 

OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am the Executive Director and General Counsel of the Applicant, the Corporation of the

Canadian Civil Liberties Association ("CCLA"), and, as such, have knowledge of the matters 

contained in this affidavit. On matters where I do not have direct knowledge, I have stated the 

source of my information and believe it to be true. Where the source of my infonnation is my 

counsel, I do not waive the privilege that attaches to my other solicitor-and-client 

communications. 
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Overview

2. Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs leave entered into agreeincnts to develop and

build a "smart city" rleighbouillood at Quayside (the "Quayside Project"), an approximately 12-

acre, under-developed plot on Toronto's eastern waterfront within walking distance of downtown

Toronto. Quayside sits adjacent to 880 acres of under-developed lairds known as the Eastern

Waterfront.

3. According to its Framework A~~eeinent, the stated objective of Sidewalk Labs and

Waterfront Toronto is the "creation of tl~e world's first urban district planned and executed at

scale from the 'intei-~Iet up"'. ~ Quayside is said therein to be "Phase 1 ". Sidewalk Labs states that

"Waterfront Toronto has set the stage for Quayside to become an initial testbed and a dynamic

site for experimentation."~ Sidewalk Labs states that they will deploy the ideas it tests in the

"living laboratory" of Quayside to scale across the Eastern Waterfront and then globally.3

4. The stated means of achieving the aforementioned objective is to build a digital layer into

the physical infrastructure of the neighbourhood. A network of sensors and other connected

technologies will be deployed throug}7out Quayside to e»able "ubiquitous sensing".4 The sensors

will be embedded in city infrastructure like streetlights, traffic lights, roads and buildings.s Basecl

on Sidewalk Labs published statements in its SL RFP Response (defined below), it is my belief

that they will capture personal dzta from anyone who lives in, works at or enters Quayside.

~ See Framework Agreement, s. 10, at Exhibit 12

'- See SL RI=P Respo~lse (as defined below), p 40, at E~l~ibit I 1

~ See SL KFP Response (as defined below), p}~ 20, 22 and 31. at Exhibit 11

a See SL KFP Response (as defined below). p 72. at Exhibit 1 1

See SL RFP Kes~onse (as defined below), pp 14, ?K. 72, 129. 1 ~6, 167. at Exhibit 1 1
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5. The COLA is an independent, non-partisan, national organization. Since its creation in

1964, the CCLA has been Canada's national civil liberties organization, defending and

promoting the rights a11d fi~eecloms of Canadians. The CCLA has appeared as a public interest

litigant or intervener before all levels of the Court in Ontario and Canada. In this proceeding, the

CCLA seeks standing as a public interest litigant.

6. I am the Executive Director of the CCLA, a position I have held since January, 2018. I

am a barrister and solicitor, and a member of the Law Society of Ontario since 1996. From 1999

to 2009, I was an elected Member of Legislative Assembly of Ontario for the riding of St. Paul's

in mid-town Toronto. During that time, I served on the Executive Council as, ii~te~^ alia, Attorney

General, Minister of Aboriginal Affairs, Minister Responsible for Democratic Renewal and

Minister of Economic Development. Previously, I clerked for the Rt. Hon. Beverley McLachlin

and practiced law at McCarthy Tetrault LLP and Norton Rose Fulbright LLP; obtained a B.A.

and M.A. from the University of British Columbia, a J.D. fi-o~n Osgoode Hall Law School and an

LL.M from Harvard where I studied public law and policy; co-authored Public Law (Carswell)

with Hon. Lorne Sossin; and taught constitutional law at King's College, London (UK) and

Osgoode Hall Law School.

7. The Toronto Waterfront Revitalisation Corporation ("Waterfront Toronto") was

incorporated on November 1, 2001 under the Ontario 13usii~ess Corporations Act. It is continued

as a corporation without share capital pursuant to the 7or~o~~to WateYfi°ont Revitalization

Coiporcatio~z Act, 2002. A copy of the corporate pl-ofile t~eport for Waterfront Toronto is attached

as Exhibit 1.
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8. In March 2000, the Toronto Watcrti~ont Revitalization Task Force recoininended that the

governments of Toronto, Ontario and Canada joi~ltly create a development company to revitalise

Toronto's waterfront in part to support Toronto's bid for the 2008 Summer Olympics. Waterfront

Toronto was created following those recommendatiol~s. I attach a copy of the Task Force's

report as Exhibit 2.

9. Waterfront Toronto's board of directors (the "WT Board") is composed of directors

appointed by each level of govei-~lment: four by each of Canada, Ontario and the City of Toronto.

The Chair of the WT Board is appointed by Ontario Lieutenant Govei-~~or in Council upon

agreement by all three levels of government..

10. Sidewalk Labs LLC ("Sidewalk Labs") was formed in 2015. It is a limited liability

corporation under the laws of the State of Delaware headquartered in New York City. Sidewalk

Labs is a sibling of Google LLC ("Google") and a subsidiary of Alphabet Inc. ("Alphabet")

Sidewalk Labs describes itself as "an Alphabet company that uses liew technology to address big

urban challenges" by bringing together urbanists with technologists. Sidewalk Labs promises to

"deliver its parent coin~any's unparalleled expertise" at Quayside.

1 1. Alphabet is a Delaware corporatiol~ headquartered in Mountain View, California. Its

shares are traded on the NASDAQ stock exchange under the symbols "GOOGL" and "GOOG". I

attach as Exhibit 3 Alphabet's anilua] report (Form ] 0-IC) for the fiscal year- ended December 31,

2018. Alphabet had a market capitalization as of June 29, 201 ~ of $6S0 billion.

'̀ https://side~valktorotlto.ca/
~ See SL RFP Response (as defined below), slide 16. at Exhibit I 1
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1 2. Alphabet is a collection of businesses, the largest of which is Google. As of December

31, 2018, Alphabet had eaz-ned gross revenues of US X136.8 billion (and net income of US $30.7

billion), SS% of which were from adveT-tising. Alphabet stags that t11e "goal of our advertising

business is to deliver relevant ads at just the right time and to give people useful commercial

information, regardless of the device they're using", and that "machine leat~~ing and artificial

intelligence (AI) are increasingly driving il~any of our latest innovations."~

13. The City of Toronto is a municipal corporation continued under the City of~'loronto Act,

2006 (Ontario) and governed by elected councillors who snake up the Toronto City Council.

14. The Ontario Minister of Infrastructure govenls the Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure on

the Executive Council of Ontario, pursuant to the Ministry oflnfi~c~st~~z~cture ~lct, 2011 (Ontario).

15. The federal Minister of Infrastructure, Communities and Intergovernmental Affairs

governs Infrastructure Canada in Cabinet, pursuant to the Canada Strategic hl~frasti^uctui~e Fuizd

Act (Canada).

Waterfront Toronto

16. It is the CCLA's position that VVaterfroilt Toronto is a~1 atypical public institution lacking

both the necessary accountability and t11e necessary statutory powers to undertake a project

outside of its statutory purpose. Most government entezprise corporations are either a Crown

agency, or its shareholder is the Crown or Municipality. By statute, Waterfront Toronto is

neither. Its board cannot contain a federal, provincial or municipal ~overninent employee, and

cannot hold elected public office, save for two board members.

Alphabet Aimual Report 10-K, at p 3, at Exhibit 3
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1 7. The 2002 legislative committee hearings into Bill 151 raised these issues of insufficient

accountability end insufficiEnt powers, particularly for projects Lulforeseen by the legislature in

2002. In particular, during legislative co111mittee hearings into Bill 151, the Toronto Board of

Trade stated:

A"I' THE OUTSET, I WOULD LIKE "TO CLEAKLY CONVEY OUR CONCERN WI"TH THE LEGISLATION.

IN OUR VIEW, THE AUTFIORfTY VES"TED IN THE CORPOKATION IS MUCH WEAKER l'HAN IT

SHOULD BE. ... TO THAT END, WE URGE YOU TO AMEND BILL 151 1N TEIREE WAYS: FIRST,

ENSHRINE THE CORPORA7~ION'S POWERS IV~ THE LEGISLATION SO THAT IT CAN BE RESPONSIVE

TO CHANGE OVER A 25-YEAR -1-IVIE 1iORILON; SECOND, CREA"I~E THG STRONG, POWERFUL

CORPORATION REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT THE WATERFRONT PLAN; AND,

THIRD, BALANCE ̀tHESE CONSIDERABLE POWERS WITH STRONG ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES.

18. I attach a copy of the Official Report of Debates (Hansard) of the standing committee on

finance and econoinie affairs on November 28, 2002 as Exhibit 4.

19. It is the CCLA's position that Waterfront Toronto was designed as a pragmatic real estate

planning vehicle, to better coordinate foi-~nal approvals of tri-partite real estate transactions. I ain

not aware of any indication in the record that the Ontario Legislative Assembly contemplated

that Waterfront Toronto would have the authority to govel-~i a technology project like the

Quayside Project, entailing data surveillance by an entity (Alphabet) whose annual revenues

exceed that of the entire Government of Ontario.

20. I attach the following publicly available documents that are relevant to the history and

scope of authority of Waterfront Toronto:

(a) as Exhibit 5, a copy of the City Staff Rcpol-t by tl~e Deputy City Manager of the

City of Toronto to the Executive Committee on lainiary 16, 201 S, which sets out

the history of Waterfront Toronto, a»d is availably ot1 the City Coui7cil website,

hops://www.toronto.ealle~~docs/minis/2018/ex/bird/back~roundfile-110745.pdf;
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(b) as Exhibit 6, a copy of the Memorandum of Understandinb between City of

Toronto, Toronto Economic Development Corporatiol~ and Waterfi~oi~t Toronto

dated 2006, which is referenced in the City Staff Report and Plan Development

Agreement;

(c) as Exhibit 7, a copy of Waterfi~oilt Tol-o»to's Governmental Accountability

Framework dated April 6, 2017, which dEscribes the role of the

Intergovernmental Steering Cou~mittee ("IGSC");

(d) as Exhibit 8, a copy of Waterfront Toronto's Inveshnent and Real Estate

Coininittee Mandate and the Minutes of the WT Board on June 13, 2017

approving this mandate; and

(e) as Exhibit 9, a copy of Waterfront Toronto's Freedom of Information Policy,

where Waterfront Toronto states that it is not subject to freedom of information

legislation.

Waterfront Toronto's Request for Proposals

21. On March 17, 2017, Waterfront Toronto issued a Request for Proposals seeking an

"Innovation and Funding Partner" for' Quayside, a copy of which I attach as Exhibit 10 (the

"RFP"). Waterfront Toronto asked proponents to realize fully the benefits of emerging

technologies including the Industrial Internet of Things, analyties, and artificial intelligence to

support data-inforil~ed decision-iz~aking for residents, visitors, investors, employers and service
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providers.`' It also as]<ed ~i-opoile»ts to develop "legal frameworks (e.g. intellectual property,

privacy, data sharing)".10

22. Quayside is an area bounded by Lakeshore Boulevard on tl~e north, Bonnycastle Street on

the west and Queens Quay Bouleval-d on the south, and borders on Parliament Street on the east.

Waterfront Toronto owns most of the lands in Quayside. Tlie City of Toronto and Toronto

Economic Development Corporation own parcels in Quayside totalling approximately 1.5 acres.

Plaza Corp and the Royal Canadian Yacht Club own parcels totalling 0.8 acres. ~ ~

23. I am not aware of any public consultations by Waterfront Toronto before it issued the

RFP and began the process of creating a smart city in Toronto.

24. On Septen7ber 12, 2017, Waterfront Toronto selected Sidewalk Labs as the successful

proponent.

25. In its response to the RFP, Sidewalk Labs wrote "Welcome to Quayside, the world's first

neighborhood built from the Internet up."1-' Sidewalk Labs wrote that it planned to use Quayside

as a "global testbed",13 stating "what happens in Quayside will not stay in Quayside", as the

"ideas first tested there will take on new life when deployed at scale across the Eastern

Waterfront district".14 The "Visions Sections of Sidewalk Labs' RFP Submission" ("SL RFP

Response") was posted on https:/%sidewalktoronto.ca/ on October 17, 2017 and is attached as

Exhibit 11.

'̀ RFP, p 8, at Exhibit 10
10 RFP, p 17, at Exhibit 10
~ ~ City Staff Report, pp 6-7 and Attac}linent 1, at Exhibit 5
~'- SL RFP Response, }~ I5, at Exhibit 1 1
~ ~ SL RFP Response, }~ I5, at Exhibit 11
'̀' SL RFP Response, p 15, at F~liibit 11
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The FrameworkAgreement

26. On October 16, 2017, Watertt~ont Toronto entered into the Framework Agreement with

Sidewalk Labs and Sidewalk Toronto, Limited Partnership ("Sidewalk Toronto") to develop

and implement a master innovation development plan ("MIDP") "for Quayside and the Eastern

Waterfront (and any Additional Lands) for the creation of the world's first urban district plaiuled

and executed at scale 'from the Internet up"'. ~

27. Sidewalk Toronto was then a newly created affiliate of Sidewalk Labs and was

designated under the Framework Agreement as the "Master Developer", responsible for

developing and implementing the MIDP (s. 3). I attach a copy of the Framework Agreement as

Exhibit 12, tl~e partnership reports for Sidewalk Toronto collectively as Exhibit 13 and the

corporation reports for Sidewalk Master Developer GP, Ltc~. (Sidewalk Toronto's general

partner) collectively as Exhibit 14.

The Plan Development Agreement

28. On July 31, 2018, Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs entered into the Plan

Development Agreement ("PDA") to work collaboratively, diligently and in good faith to jointly

prepare the MIDP, which will be "eo-created" (sections 1.05(x) and (b)).

29. Waterfront Toronto agreed that the MIDP will include plans for both Quayside and the

"MIDP Site", which is the entire designated waterfront area of approximately 2,600 acres

(Schedule B, s. 1.03 and Schedules A and E). The PDA superseded the Framework Agreement.

A copy of the PDA is attached as Exhibit 15.

30. Terms of the PDA include:

'' I~i-amework Agreement, s. 10, at Exhibit. 12
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(a) t}1e MIDP ~~ill be subject to the ap~n~oval of Wat~rfi~ont Toronto and Sidewalk

Labs (s. 3.01(a));

(b) the PDA will terminate on thy; occurrence of specified events or dates, including

September 30, 2019 if Waterfront Toronto and Sicie~valk Labs have riot approved

the MIDP, and December 31, 2019 if the "Principal Implementation Agreements"

between Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs to implement the MIDP have not

been approved by Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs (s. 9.01(a)(v) and (vi));

and

(c) Waterfront Toronto will riot be liable to Sidewalk Labs for' any amounts if the

PDA terminates in accordance with its terms (s. 9.01 (b}), the forthcoming

tei7nination deadline being September 30, 2019.

31. Sidewalk Labs also confirmed its commitmel7t in the Quayside Agreements to move

Google's Canadian heacigLiarters to Quayside or the Eastern Waterfi-ont.~~

32. Schedule I of the PDA addresses Digital Governance Framework Principles. Section 2

states that "access by and potential otivnersl2ip of data [Holz-personal data captured at Quayside]

by Waterfront Toronto, the City of Toronto, Province of Ontario or Government of Canada or

other such third parties as deel~~ed appropriate by the Parties [emphasis added]" will he

addressed by Sidewalk Labs through the MIDP.

33. On July 31, 2018, Waterfront Toronto issued a press release ailnour7cing the signing of

the PDA arld releasing copies of the PDA and the Fi-a~l~ework Agr-ee»~ent (collectively, the

"' Framework A<~reement. s. 28_ at Exhibit 12. PDA. Schedule 13. at Exhibit I S



"Quayside Agreements"). I believe this was the first tune that Watei-fi-ol7t Toi-o»to released the

Framework Agreement to the public. I attach as Exhibit 16 a copy of this press release.

34. On May 1, 2018, the Respoildel~t governments agreed to provide X1.185 billion iii

funding toward flood protection of the Port Lands. This commitment is referred to as the

"Second Contribution Agreement" in the PDA (s. 4.01(a)(i)) and was a condition of Sidewalk

Labs' "Second Funding Commitment" to spend up to US $40 million for the development and

completion of the MIDP (s. 5.02(b)). I attach as Exhibit 17 a press release issued by the Ontario

Ministry of Infrastructure regarding this commihnent.

Waterfront Toronto-Sidewalk Labs Agreements: No Government Involvement or

Oversight

35. In his City Staff Report on January 16, 2018, the Deputy City Manager wrote that

Waterfront Toronto only shared the Framework Agreement "with staff of the three levels of

government on a confidential basis a ter it was approved by the Waterfront Toronto Board of

Directors" and a ter the Sidewalk Toronto anuouncenlent. ~ ~

36. Waterti•ont Toronto also entered into the PDA without seeking the input or involvement

or- approval of the City of Toronto. In a letter dated July 23, 2018 to Waterfront Toronto, the

Interim City Manager wrote:

City staff have not been involved in any way in il7itiating the process which led to
this agreement or negotiating its ternls...The PDA will not be presented to

Council for debate or approval, and City staff do not have the benefit of any
direction by Council. Nothing in the PDA or in this letter should be construed as
binding the City in airy way or iii ally way changing the prevailing relatioilsliip
between Waterfront Toronto atld the City of Toronto, or- conferrit7g on Sidewalk
Labs any authorities, roles and relationships accorded to Waterfront Toronto

"City Staff Report. p 1, at Exhibit 5
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under t11e pr~;vailii7g fi~«n~etit~or-k creatc~l b1- legislation, the NIOU and >>cir~ious

coiu~cil decisions [e~1~p11asis added].

I attach a copy of this letter as Exhibit 18. I am advised by my counsel that they were provided

with a copy of this letter by Professor Mariana Valverde, FRSC, of the University of Toronto.

37. As I discuss below, the Auditor General also made findings that Waterfront Toronto did

not collaborate, involve or consult with the Respondent govci7~inents on the RFP and the

Quayside Agreements.

38. Further, as of this writing, no bi11 or regulation has been introduced by federal or Ontario

governments that address the unique privacy aild data governailce~~ issues raised by ubiquitous

and intensive data capture regime proposed for Quayside by Sidewalk Labs. On February 26,

2019, Toronto City Council "direct[ed] the Chief Inforiilation Officer and the City Clerk, in

consultation with appropriate City staff, to develop a City-wide policy framework and

governance model associated with digital infrastructure, such as smart cities, and a work plan for'

implementation."~~ No further decisions by City Council have resulted fro~~~ the latter to date, to

my knowledge.

Surveillance at Quayside

39. Sidewalk Labs states that it will build a digital layer into the physical infrastructure of

Quayside that will include a °Sense" coinponent.20 A l~ctwork of varied sensor's will be

distributed throtilghout the neighbourhood to capture personal and no~7-personal clata.'~ The

sensors will include low-bandwidth the~~nometers, air monitors, radar, Lidar, location services

~ ~ By data governance, I am referring to tl~e issues sw-rounding the collection, retention, co~ltrol, ownership, use,

disclosure; reside~icy, acid security of data captured at Quayside.

'̀ ' Motion and City Cou»cil Decision adopted February 26, 2019, at Exhibit 46

'-0 SL RFP Response, p 17. at Exhibit 1 I

'' SL RFP Response, p 17-14 and 72-73. at Exhibit I 1
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and high-resolution cameras that capttu~e millions of pixels dozens of times }per second.'-'- I attach

as Exhibit 19 a copy of Quayside Civic Labs Information Sheet #1. Quayside Civic Labs is a

foi-u11~ hosted by Waterfront Toronto for discussion o~f issues related to digital bovernal~ce and

intellectual property.

40. Sidewalk Labs states that these sensor's will be embedded in public infrastructure such as

traffic lights, buildings, roads and bridges. Sidewalk Labs will provide "ubiquitous connectivity"

to achieve "ubiquitous sensing" in the neighbourhood.'-3

41. Sidewalk Labs states that this digital layer will also include a "Model" component to be

developed by Sidewalk Labs. It will consist of algorithms acid machine leai7~ing techniques that

could process the mass of data captured by ubiquitous sensing to analyze and predict human

behaviour. In its RFP response, Sidewalk Labs explained that °[m]odelling how people make

choices about where to live, where to shop, whether to own a car, or how to travel place to place

are key concerns for urban plamlers".24

42. Based on the foregoing ai d Sidewalk Labs' draft Quayside Site Flan dated November

2018, attached as Exhibit 20, it is the CCLA's position that alryone (including the 5,000

residents that Sidewalk Labs estimates will live in Quayside) within Quayside will therefore be

perpetually subject to 360°, always-on data capttu~e: Quayside will be at1 iminersive surveillance

enviromnent. It is the CCLA's positioli that such air imtl~ersive surveillance environment is

unprecedented in Canada.

'-' SL RFP Response, p 72, at Exhibit I 1
~~ SL RFP Response; p 72 and 16, at Exhibit 1 1
'-4 SL RFP Response, p 74, at Exhibit 1 1
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Privacy and digital data governance at Quayside

43. On October 4, 2018, Saadia Muzaffar, the founder of TechGirls Canada, resigned fr~oln

Digital Strategic Advisory Panel ("DSAP"), an iildependellt panel of appointed experts to guide

Waterfront Toronto on data privacy, digital systems, and tl~e sate and ethical use of new

technologies at Quayside.'' Ms. Muzaffar cited concerns about Waterfront Toronto's "utter lack

of leadership", "shaky public trust and social license" and "squandered opportunities to take

ownership of the narrative that would clarify the boundaries between who is in charge of how

this 'partnership' [with Sidewalk Labs] unfolds°. I attach a copy of Ms. Muzaffar's resignation

letter as Exhibit 23.

44. On October 19, 2018, Ann Cavoukian, Ontario's former Infoz7nation ai7d Privacy

Corllmissioner, resigned as a consultant to Sidewalk Labs. In that latter, she states:

• "I imagined us creating a Smart City of Privacy, as opposed to a Smart City of

Surveillance."

• "Just think of the conseque~ices: If personally identifiable data are not de-identified at

source, we will be creating another central database of personal information (controlled

by whom?), that may be used without data si~~bjects' consEnt, that will be exposed to the

risks of }lacking and unauthorized access."

• "As we all know, existing methods of eiicryptiozl ai-e not infallible acid may be broken,

potentially exposing the personal data of Waterfi-ont Toronto reside»ts! Why take such

risks?"

'' Waterfront Toronto amlounced the formation of DSAP in a press release issued nn April 27, ?018. To date,
DSAP has held 9 meeti»~~s. I attach a copy of the press release as Exhibit 21. and <~s Exhibit 22 a USB key
contaiJiing the meetiri~ materials for the DSAP meetin~~s currently available on the Watcrfi-on[ Toronto ~~~ebsite aild
[he Quayside Civic Labs materials dated March 26, 2019 titled "Realizin« the Value of Data Civic I.ab".
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A copy of Ms. Cavoukian's resignation letter to Sidewalk Labs is not in my possession. Portions

of it were quoted in published reports, copies of which are attached collectively as Exhibit 24. A

published report of expected resignations of other ineinbers of the Digital Advisory Panel is

attac]Ied as Exhibit 25.'x'

45. Similar concel-~is were also recently expressed by the Sidewalk Toronto Residents

Reference Pai1e1 in its Filial Report dated May 8, 2019. The Residents Reference Panel describes

itself as an informed group of Torontonians who represent a range of neighborhoods and

perspectives who were randomly selected to advise Sidewalk Labs and Waterfront Toronto on

the Quayside Project. In its Final Report, the Residents Reference Panel wrote that many

Torontonians do not have a basic level of data literacy, and that "[w]e are concerned about the

potential for commtmity members' data to be collected by third parties without their knowledge,

and used in ways which harm those providing the data". The Residents Reference Panel also

stated that "solutions should ensure the right to be forgotten".-'~ I attach a copy of this report as

Exhibit 26.

46. Published reports of similar privacy and accountability concerns regarding the Quayside

Project are voluminous. I attach a sample of collection of these reports as Exhibit 27.

Civic Data Trust

47. On October- I5, 2018, Sidewalk Labs published an article titled "An Update on Data

Gover71ai1ce for Sidewalk Toronto", in which it proposed that an indepencieilt civic data trust be

created to exercise stewardship and lnanageinent over "urban data", which it defines as data

'-~' Article: Waterfront Toronto advisers t11i-eaten resignations ahead of key Sidewalk Labs project meeting, dated
October 17. 2018. at Exhibit 25
'~ Final Report and Recommendations of the Sidewalk Toi-orlto Residents Reference Panel, slide 48, at Exhibit 2(
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collected from a physical spaces i17 a city. The article denied that Sidewalk Labs and Quayside

"ai-c intended to be a data source foi~ Google". I attach as Exhibit 28 a copy of Sidewalk Labs'

article and as Exhibit 29 Sidewalk Labs' presentation titled Digital Gover»ance Proposals for

DSAP Consultation dated October 2018, which was included as a hyperlink in the article.

48. 1 believe this was the first tine that Sidewalk Labs publicly committed to pursuing a so-

called "independent data trust." Sidewalk Labs' previous presentations on their Responsible Data

Use Framework dated May 1, 2018 and June 7, 2018 do clot refer to a civic data trust. I attach

these presentatioi7s as Exhibits 30 and 31.

49. While Sidewalk Labs stated that "[b]y default, companies, organizations or individuals

will not sell Urban Data containing personal information to third parties or use it for advertising

purpose", it has not made the same commitment for de-identified data captured at Quayside.

Instead, Sidewalk Labs has said that "[a]11 de-identified Urbail Data gathered in the public realm

will be made open, free, and available in the public do111ain by default... "'~ It is the CCLA's

position that Sidewalk Labs has preserved its right and the right of other parties to use, sell aizd

monetize de-identified' data captured at Quayside.

50. In November 2018, Waterfront Toronto engaged MaRS Solutions Lab ("MaRS") to

develop a "Primer" on a civic data trust.30 According to the minutes of DSAP meEting #6 on

December' 13, 2018, MaRS advised that the purpose of tlic erlgagell~ent is to "synthesize and

clarify a topic that is still relatively abstract and provide a foundation of inforn~atiorl that call be

'-~ Digital Govei~~ance Proposals for- DSAP Consultation dated October 2018. Slide 9, at Exhibit 29
"~ "De-identification" is the general term for t}~e process of removing personal information from a i-ecoi-d or- data set,
whetllei- at source (i.e., at the point of collection, before the data is stored oi- shared), or later.
~" DSAP Meeting +t6 Minutes, found in DSAP Meetin~7 r~7 Materials. p 8. ~~~hich 1 attach as Exhibit 32
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used to spark future discussion."'~ 1 attach collectively as Exhibit 33 the current version of the

Prill~er, which I Lulder-sta~id was published on January 18, 2019 at

htt~~sJhnai-scld.~itbook.io/datatrust/.

51. MaRS states t}iat the "Primer is meant to provide all easy to read and reliable introduction

to civic digital trusts", "[t]his is a conversation that Toronto, Canada is just starting to have"3'

and "[c]ivic digital trusts are a relatively i~ew idea, and our understanding of how they work is

evolving rapidly.i33 MaRS acknowledges that "GoveYnments... should be the conveners and

facilitators of this conversation, as they have the foi-~nal authority and a duty of care [emphasis

added]".3~ It also acknowledges that "[1]egislation in Ontario...is ]imitecl to allow the creation of

a legal trust with open-ended beneficiaries, so new legislation maybe (sic) required to set up a

new kind of legal entity.i35

52. The members of DSAP at meeting #7 on January 17, 2019 stated that "[p]lacing all of the

privacy/governance concenis on an entity that does not yet exist is not an appropriate solution.i36

In published reports, former Ontario Privacy Commissioner Ann Cavoukian's cited the refusal of

Sidewalk Labs to guarantee de-identification of data at source for t11e so-called civic data trust as

prompting her resignation.

It was only at the meeting that Cavoukian realized "de-identification at source" was not a

~~uarantee. "When Sidewall< Labs was inakitlg their presentation, they said they were

creating this clew civic data mist wliicl~ will consist of a number of Mayers —Sidewalk,

Quayside, Waterfront Toronto and others —and that Sidewalk Labs would encourage

them to de-identify the data involved that was collected but it would be up to the group to

~' DSAP Meeting r~6 Minutes, fotu~d i~l DS/1P Meeti~lg r~7 Materials, p 9, at Exhibit 32
~' Primer -- A Primer on Civic DigitalTrusts, ~t Exhibit 33
~~ Primer ~- About This Primer, at Exhibit 33
~~ Pi-in~er -Broad Citizen and Stakeholder I~il<~a~ement, at Exhibit 33
~' Primer ~- Concei~s and Open Questions, at F_,xhibit [33~
~~' DSAP Meeting #7 Minutes, found in DSAP rrg Meetiut Materials. ~~~hich I attach as Gshibit 34
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decide," she told The Stir Sattn-day. "That's where I jLlst said no." I attach as Exhibit 35
a copy of this article.37

Auditor General Report on Waterfront Tof-onto

53. On December 5, 2018, O17tat~io's Auditor General, Bon»ie Lysk, tabled the 2018 Annual

Report in the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, which included a report on Waterfront Toronto

(the "Auditor's Report") The Auditor- General is an it7dependeilt off cer of the Legislative

Assembly of Ontario who has a public duty to conduct value-for-money and financial audits of

the provincial governnlei7t, its ministries and its agencies, including Waterfront Toronto. I attach

a copy of the Auditor's Report as Exhibit 36.

54. The Auditor General made findings regarding Waterfront Toronto's conduct in the

Quayside Project, including:

(a) The RFP was not conducted in a fair or open manner as Waterfront Toronto

provided snore infonlzation to Sidewalk Labs than it did to the other proponents

who responded. Waterfront Toronto had frequent communications wit11 Sidewalk

Labs before it issued the RFP. In August 2016, Waterfront Toronto entered into a

non-disclosure agreement with Sidewalk Labs in order to receive inforn~ation

from Sidewalk Labs. Waterfront Toronto provided surveys, drawings,

topographic illustrations of the waterfront area of Toronto and other materials to

Sidewalk Labs. On September 16, ?016, Waterfront Toronto led Sidewalk Labs

on a guided tour- of the waterfront area.3~

~' Article: Privacy expert steps down from advisory role with Sidewalk Labs, dated October 20, 2014, at I~xl~ibit 35
'~ Auditor's Report, pp 652 and 6~9-690. at Exhibit 36
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(b) Waterfront Toronto did not consult the City of Toronto on the RFP or the

selection of the successful bidder."3`' The Mayor's Office had "almost no

information about tl~e project" according to air internal Waterfront Toronto email

3 weeks before the Framework Agreement was sigl7ed.~0

(c) The full WT Board was provided with the Framework Agreement o11 Friday,

October- 13, 2017 and asked to approve it at a special meeting held on Monday,

October 16, 2017 at 9:00 a.n~. despite the fact that the Investment and Real Estate

Committee of the WT Board had not approved the project. The director's were not

provided with sufficient dine to review the agreement. Noi7etheless, the majority

of the directors approved the Framework Agree111ent on October 16, 2017, with

two directors absent and one, Julie Di Lorenzo, dissenting. 4t (Julie DiLorenzo

resigned from the WT Board effective July 30, 2018.) I attach a copy of Julie

DiLorezlzo's resignation letter from the WT Board dated July 30, 2018 and letter

to the Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy end Ethics of the

House of Coinlnons of February 28, 2019 as Exhibit 37, aild the minutes of tl~e

special meeting of the WT Board on October 16, 2017 as Exhibit 38,

respectively.

(d) The WT Board felt it was "tinged —strongly" by t11e federal and provincial

govei-~lments to approve the Framework Agreeme~lt as soo~1 as possible.`"-

'`' Auditor's Report, p 693, at Exhibit 36
~0 Auditor's Report, p 6~9, at E.xllibit 36
~'~ Auditors Report, pp 690-691, at Exhibit 36
~'- Auditor's Report, p X91, at Exhibit 36
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(e) The public an~iouncen~ent of the Framework Agi-ee~l~ei~t on October 17, 2017 by

the Prime Minister, Premier, Mayor ai1c1 Cl~aii~ of Alphabet I~Ic. was scheduled on

October 12, 2017, ogle day before the WT Board received a copy of the

Framework Agreel~~ellt or7 October' 13, 2017.3

(f) WatErti~ont Toronto failed to adequately consult the appropriate representatives of

the Respondent governments. Waterfront Toronto did not (i) brief the IGSC - a

body made up of members from each level of government that is responsible for

oversight and governance of Waterfront Toronto - on the RFP until three months

after- it was issued, (ii) advise the IGSC of its decision on Septe111ber 12, 2017 to

select Sidewalk Labs until October 12, 2017 (five days before the public

announcement) or (iii) provide a signed copy of the Framework Agreement to the

IGSC until November 2, 2017 (over two weeks after it had been signed).44

55. The Auditor General recoimnencied that the Ontario govermnent (in consultation with the

City of Toronto and the Canadian govermi7erlt):45

(a) reassess whether it is appropriate for Waterfront Toronto to make commitments

and fil7alize a long-term partnership arrangement with Sidewalk Labs or whether

a separate govei7iance structure is needed that allows for more direct provincial

oversight; alld

(b) to protect the public's interest, establish t11e policy ti-ainework, tl~i-ougli legislation,

for the developil~ent of a smart city in Ontario that addresses intellectual property;

~~ Auditor's Report, p 691, at Exhibit 36
~~ Auditor's Report, p 689, at Exhibit 36
~' Auditor's Report, p 695, at Exhibit 36
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data collection, ownership, security and privacy; legal; and consumer protection

1SSLl(;S.

56. Tl~e Auditor General also stated that prior to issuing the RFP, Waterfront Toronto had

primarily handled traditional mix-usc developn~eilts and that as a result it had limited experience

in digital data infrastructure development.4~'

57. Following the release of the Auditor's Report, Ontario's Minister of Infrastructure

dislnissecl three Ontario directors who were appoiizted to the WT Board: Helen Burstyn (Chair),

Michael Nobrega (Interim CEO) aid Meric Gertler. I attach as Exhibit 39 a related news article.

58. In late Febi-uaiy 2019, Ontario's Minister of Infrastructure appointed Arzdr~;w MacLeod,

Patrick Sheils, Kevin Sullivan and Christopher Voutsinas to the WT Board. I attach a copy of

the Minister of Infrastructure's news release issued on Febniary 28, 2019 as Exhibit 40.

Waterfront Toronto has effectively ceded control over the project to Side~vallc Labs

59. Or1 November 1, 2017, Sidewalk Labs' Chief Executive Officer, Daniel L. Doctoroff, and

Waterfront Toronto's then-Chief Executive Officer, Will Fleissig, published a cominentaiy in the

Toronto Star (attached as Exhibit 4l) in which they wrote, in part:

Since our announcement of Sidewalk Toronto, people keep asking us the same
question: When will this neighbourhood of t}1e futuz~e be finished? T}le answer is
we don't know, because we are just beginning our public conversation around the
vision. The plan is sonlethii~g we will spend the next year co-creating with the
city and the local coininunity.

6U. It is the CCLA's position that Sidewalk Labs Ilas effectively been left to devise its own

rules. While we acknowledge that Waterfront Torozito must agree to t11e»>, in light of the

asymmetry of information and resources available to Sidewalk Labs as compared to Waterfront

~6 Auditor's Report, p 659. at Exhibit 36
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Toronto, and the short period provided for revie~~, the CCLA is cone~rned that Sidewalk Labs

has been put in the position of being essentially self-regulating. The CCLA is not alone in its

concern on t}~is front. For example, the Chair of Waterfz-ont Toronto stated in a published report

the following at the March 21, 2019 board meeting: "I can advise the board that we leave all

been soznewliat fiush~ated over the last few months that Sidewalk Labs Izas chosen to conti~lually

provide the media with elements of the plan ... but yet has not delivered that plan, particularly

the business terms, to Waterfront Toronto as has been promised." I attach as Exhibit 42 a copy

of this report.`~~

Meaningful Consent to Data Surveillance at Quayside is Impossible

61. It is the CCLA's position that the surveillance mechanisms spread throughout Quayside

would necessarily lack n7eaningful consent to the capture of individuals' personal information.

This position is based upon the following:

(a) the Guidelines for obtaining meaningful consent, which was published by the

Office of the Privacy Coinil~issioner of Canada in May 2018, attached as Exhibit

43

(b) the MaRS Prin~er:4~ "In a smart city, where sensors are embedded in roads,

streetlights and public spaces, it becomes difficult, if not impossible, for private

sector- organizations to obtain meaningful conseTlt from individuals. It can also be

challel~ging for municipal govei7~inents and other public sector- institutions to give

meaningful notice to individuals."

(c) Sidewalk Labs has conceded that "[i]ndividual consent is hard to achieve in
public or publicly accessible spaces... "~`~

a~ Article: Waterti~o~lt Toronto 'frustrated' over Sidewalk I_.abs publicly s~eakii~~~ on tina~lcial plans, board chair says,
dated Mai-c11 21, 2019, at Lxl~ibit 42

4ti Pi imer —The Need to Goveizl the Di~~ital Layer, at Exhibit 33
~`' Di~~ital Governance Proposals for DSAP Consultation dated October 2018. slide 14. at Exhibit 29
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The proposed consultation ~~vill not address the gaps in the legal fi-ame~vorlc

62. Waterfront Toronto issued a press release on April 11, 2019 (a copy of which I attach as

Exhibit 4~) stating that it would release the MIDP to the pubic for comincilt wit}1in o~1e week of

receiving it fro~1~ Sidewalk Labs. It is the CCLA's position, however, that this consultation will

not address what we regard as gaps in the lebal fi-a~l~ework.

63. To my knowledge, there is no statute or regulation or city ordinance in effect, expected or

expected to come into effect prior to the release of the MIDP, that specifically addresses the data

privacy issues raised by the Sidewall< Labs' project. The current state of the legal fi-ainework has

been described as follows:

(a) Sidewalk Labs states t}iat the existing legislation does not deal with ownership of

"urban data" and does not apply to de-identified "urban data".~0

(b) The Deputy City Manager of the City of Toronto states in his report on January

16, 2018 that the scope, scale and implications of data collection at Quayside and

proposed technologies "will require...potentially the adoption of new policies,

regulations and structures".s ~

(c) Waterfront Toronto states t11at "goverilm~nts across the woi-Id have been

developing new regulatory frameworks to respond to the unprecede»ted amount

of data that public institutions aild private companies have been amassing about

il7dividu~is".~'

'0 Article: An Update on Data Governance for Side~~~alk Toronto, dated October- 15. 20l g. at Ethibit 28
'' City Staff Report, p 15, at Exhibit 5
'~ Quayside Civic Labs Information Sheet ~i2. wl~icll I attach as I:ahibit 45
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(d) On Fetn-uary 26, 2019, City Council approved a i~~otion presented by WT Board

meinbei- and Councilor Joe Cressy to develop a City-wide policy framework ~lnd

governance model associated with dibital iilfi-astructur-e, such as smart cities, and

a work plan for implementation. I attach a copy of the ~1~otion and City Council's

decision collectively as Exhibit 46. Councillor Cressy states t}Ie following on leis

website:s3

..if private partners are going to pursue tech-focused projects in our'

city, Toronto needs to first develop its owil vision. We need to

decide how data should be collected, managed and used to ensure

it's in the best interest of all. We must lead so our partners can

follow.

I also attach a commentary that Councillor Cressy co-authored in the Toronto Star

on February 25, 2019 titled "Toronto should provide the leadership on data and

smart cities, not private companies" as Exhibit 47.

(e) The Residents Reference Panel observed in its Final Report (at Exhibit [26]) that

"regulation and public oversight are not keeping up with the rapid pace of

technological innovation" and that "this is important because new technologies,

when adopted at scale, can create u~lil~tended consequences, which could

ultiil7ately hinder the success of an endeavour or cause harm".s4

(~ Dr. A»drew Clement, Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Information Studies,

Univez-sity of Toronto, and a member of the DSAP, have a public lecture outlining

a variety of concerns, including the regulatory vacuum at present. I attach his

presentation as Exhibit 48, and the video file of 11is lecture as included in the

'~ http:l,̀ ~vww.joeci-essv.com;data ~rn~erna~lce and smart cities
'~ Final Report ar~d Recommendations of the Sidewalk Toronto Residents Reference Panel, slide 44, at Exhibit 26
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USB key at Exhibit [22] ai~cl a certified transcription of his lecture as Exhibit 49.

"Tl1e slide deck anti the video file are pLiblicly av~iilable.

The CCLA's Open Letter

64. On Mardi 5, 2019, I, together with Dr. Brenda McPhail, the CCLA's Director of Privacy,

Techi7ology & Survcillarlce, issued an open letter to Prime Minister Justin Tl-udeau, Premier

Doug; Ford and Mayor John Tory setting out the CCLA's concerns and objections regarding the

Quayside Project. A copy of our open letter is attached as Exhibit 50.

65. In a letter stamped April 15, 2019, which the CCLA received on April 18, 2019,

Francois-Phillipe Champagne, Canada`s Minister of Infrastructure and Communities wrote to me

and Dr. McPhail in response to our open letter. A copy of Mr. Champagne's letter is attached as

Exhibit 51.

66. No other responses from the Respondents have been received to date, other than from

Waterfront Toronto (below).

Correspondence with Waterfront Toronto

67. On March 27, 2019, Kristii~a Verner of Waterfront Toronto wrote to me in response to

the CCLA's Open Letter. A copy of Ms. Verner's letter is attached as Exhibit 52.

68. After we colninenced this proceeding, I wrote to Stephen Diamond, t}le Chair of t}7e WT

Board, on April 18, 2019 both in response to Mr. Vertler's March 27, 2019 letter and in i-espoilse

to public comil~ents made by Waterfront Toronto. A copy of i7~y letter is attached as Exhibit 53.
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69. Later on April 1 ~, ?019, Mcg Davis, Waterti-ont Toronto's Chief Development Officer

wrote to mein response to nay letter to Mr. Diall~ond. I attach a copy of Ms. Davis' letter and my

email response as Exhibits 54 and 55 respectively.

Public Interest Standing

70. Oi~ behalf of the CCLA, I respectfully request that t11is Court grant the CCLA standing to

bring this proceeding as a public interest litigant. I believe that the CCLA meets the test for'

public interest standing for reasons that include the following:

(a) The Quayside Project will result in breaches of individuals' privacy rights and

Charter rights. The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized privacy as

fundamental to air individual's dignity and autonomy in a democratic society. I

believe the questions raised in this proceeding are important.

(b) Protecting the rights and freedoms of Canadian citizens goes to the heart of the

CCLA's ma~ldate, oile that it has been pursuing since 1964. The CCLA has a

genuil~e interest in the issues that are before this Court.

(c) This proceeding is a reasonable and effective way for the issues to be brought

before the Cotiirt as (i) given its mandate and experience, the CCLA has the

expertise to bring this proceeding, (ii) the issues raised in this proceeding

transce»d the iziterests of the parties, (iii) the CCLA is not aware of any separate,

similar proceedings t}Iat have been brought against the Respondents and (iv) t11e

issues that in this proceeding will have a direct impact oil all individuals w17o will

live in, work in or- visit Quayside.
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71. I also attach as Exhibit 56 a list of cases in which the CCLA 11as been gi~ailted intervener

status and as Exhibit 57 a list of cases relating to privacy in ~~vhich the COLA has intet~vened.

Urbency

72. I» the December 13, 2018 DSAP materials, Watei-fi-ont Toronto published a Current

MIDP Timeline (which I attach as Exhibit 58) indicating that the MIDP would be published for

consultation at the end of Q1 2019. However, the MIDP has not been publicly released as of this

date.

73. I believe that Waterfront Toronto expects to receive a copy of the MIDP in early June

2019, based upon the following information: in an interview published by The Logic on or about

April 11, 2019 (which I attach as Exhibit 59), the current chair of the WT Board, Stephen

Diamond, said that he believes that the MIDP will be issued in eat-ly June 2019.

74. The PDA tern~inates automatically if the MIDP is not approved by Waterfront Toronto or

Sidewalk Labs by September 30, 2019, pursuant to section 9.01(a)(v) of the PDA, unless the

parties agree otherwise.

75. It is the CCLA's position that the PDA and MIDP operating withii7 t}1e existing

regulatory vacuum risks irreparable harm to privacy rights at Quayside and the sur~~ounciillg

areas, if the MIDP is approved, no matter t11e contractual representations and warranties therein.

Kurtis McBride, the CEO and founder of Miovision and a DSAP member, explained the urgency

of this issue at a DSAP meeting by expressing: "[g]iven the relative rigidity of the architecture, it
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is essential that the right decisions are made, since the policy environment that sun-ounds the

architecture will endure for decades.'~ss

76. I swear this affidavit in support of the COLA in this proceeding.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of

Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, on

May 21, 2019

~~~

Commi for Taking Affidavits
(or as may be)

Kart Douglas HopNand, a Cornmissianer. e1e.
Province of Ontario, wh~e a Studem-at-lay.
Expires lV1ay 3, 2020.

MICHAEL BRYANT

RCP-E 4D (July 1, 2007)

j5 See Minutes of DSAP Meeting #6, found in DSAP Meeting #7 Materials, p 11, at Exhibit 32




